
HomeGro SOG 

Trimming and Pruning Tips 

 

Trim lower nonproductive branches – 
While the system is early in the vegetative growth period, it is recommended that you 

provide more energy to the upper canopy branches and allow them to have maximized yield.  

 Be certain to only use clean sharp hand shears or scissors to not damage the plant.  

 Never remove more than ¼ of the plants branches within a one-week period as this 

can shock the plant and inhibit plant growth.  

Remove any dead plant material –  

As the plants grow some of the leaves will begin to wilt and die. This is normal and nothing to 

be concerned about, simply remove them as they appear. As long as the upper branches of 

the plant are healthy and lush, they should produce appropriately.  

Topping the plants -  

Much like all plants, different strains will grow at different rates. To ensure maximized 

production of the system, it is important the plants maintain a similar height. If one of the 

plants begins to grow in height more rapidly than the other, it is recommended that users 

remove the top branches of the plant to maintain level growth. This will ensure neither plant 

is being blocked by the other, and allow other buds to level out and form the top canopy.  

Side Trimming 

When growing using the Sea of Green fashion, the goal is to have only a few prominent buds, 

ensuring maximum production. To do so, trim away any smaller side branch off shoots from 

the main stock. Remove all the large sun leafs directly attached or coming off the main stalks.  

Transitioning to bloom – 

 Allow at least one week from final trimming before transitioning system to the bloom 

setting.  

 Plants should have at least 1.5 to 2 feet of free space between the top branches and 

the light, as plants will continue to grow vertically for the next two weeks.  

 Avoid trimming or pruning the plants once you have transitioned to the bloom cycle.  


